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Advances in mobile telecommunications and portable
device miniaturization propose new service scenarios
where users, access terminals and even service compo-
nents can geographically move during provisioning. This
forces to face several technical challenges at different lev-
els of abstraction, from network connectivity to location
tracking, from device-dependent service adaptation to lo-
cation-dependent service provisioning. In addition, mobile
computing and the Internet are converging and likely to
merge, with the aim of providing a unique support infra-
structure, capable of hosting network elements, service
components, and fixed/mobile access terminals [1].

This mobility-enabled Internet also changes the per-
spective of network, systems and service management.
Traditional management solutions are tailored to fixed in-
frastructures of network elements, and management re-
search activities have proposed architectures to deal with
geographic distribution and heterogeneity of resources and
service components. IETF and OSI have proposed man-

agement models based on Client/Server (C/S) interaction
[2, 3] and on several variations of it. If one can organize
hierarchies of C/S components to achieve decentralization
and scalability, the interaction among management entities
is usually statically determined for clients and servers in
exchanging remote information. These solutions do not fit
well global systems in rapid evolution where the enter-
ing/exiting of unknown heterogeneous mobile components
is usual. These cases ask for the possibility of dynamically
installing new management behavior without any service
suspension. Some significant management research efforts
investigate the support of code mobility in a secure and
interoperable way. They have been tagged with different
names, such as Management by Delegation [4], Active
Networks [5], Programmable Networks [6], Mobile
Agent-based management [7, 8].

Among the different activities belonging to the man-
agement domain, accounting can be defined as the process
of monitoring, controlling and registering the amount of
administered resources that an authorized user (or a user
group) exploits. Accounting becomes particularly relevant
and challenging in mobile computing. Accounting solu-
tions require tracking user locations in a global environ-
ment and coordinating remote resources, possibly located
in different networks with heterogeneous mechanisms for
monitoring and access control. Accounting systems should
face temporary disconnections and network partitioning.
In addition, they should organize control strategies on the
base of previous user actions in remote network localities,
e.g., to permit the access to one service component if the
client has not used up the time quota reserved for that
service.

The current hardware/software limits of several catego-
ries of mobile devices, from personal digital assistants to
programmable cell phones, impose an infrastructure over
the fixed Internet to support specific issues for their net-
work connectivity and service access [1]. In the same way,
a support is necessary to provide accounted services in
any network locality willing to open its resources to mo-
bile accessibility. The paper claims that mobility-enabled
accounting management requires a dynamic and extensi-
ble support infrastructure, capable of evolving during
service provisioning depending on client mobility. The
infrastructure should be in charge of monitoring, control-
ling and registering resource consumption locally where
mobile users/terminals move to, without requiring con-
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tinuous connectivity with remote and centralized home
accounting managers.

The Mobile Agent (MA) technology is suitable and ef-
fective for accounting in the mobility-enabled Internet.
MAs can locally access monitoring data about resource
usage, can enable accounting even in case of temporary
disconnection, can install new monitoring/control behav-
ior dynamically, and can support session-dependent ac-
counting solutions. The paper discusses how MA solu-
tions permit to dynamically develop and deploy the ac-
counting infrastructure only when and where needed.

Along these guidelines, we have designed and imple-
mented the MA-based Middleware for Mobility Ac-
counting Management (MAM2) within the Secure and
Open Mobile Agent (SOMA) platform. The SOMA code
and additional information about the platform are out of
the scope of the paper and available for download at:
http://lia.deis.unibo.it/Research/SOMA. On the base
of a support layer for monitoring, storage and events,
MAM2 is organized in terms of accounting MAs that fol-
low client movements in the network. Accounting MAs
maintain the same location of their mobile users, thus
enabling local monitoring, control and registration of re-
source consumption. MAM2 integrates with our previous
research in network/systems/service management and mo-
bile computing middlewares [1, 9].
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The distributed management of networks, systems and
resources has originated a wide range of solutions, with
very different approaches and producing different imple-
mentations. Notwithstanding, the complexity of addressed
issues and the evolution of network and systems technolo-
gies still call for further investigations.

On the one hand, we must consider the rising relevance
of the Internet as the primary service provision carrier.
This introduces novel requirements, typical of commercial
networks, such as the adoption of billing policies, which
require new functions notably absent in the Internet since
its non-commercial origin [10]. For instance, the avail-
ability of differentiated quality levels in service provi-
sioning is a strong motivation for charging: price differ-
entiation according to offered quality is the only way to
prevent resource monopolization of greedy clients.

On the other hand, we must consider the changing
mode of service access. Advances in cellular telecommu-
nications and device miniaturization increase the number
and kinds of portable devices with Internet connectivity.
User/terminal mobility to unknown and unpredicted net-
work localities during service provisioning makes cen-
tralized C/S accounting management unsuitable, and
pushes towards the investigation of novel solutions.

Accounting management addresses the issues of me-
tering, storing and processing information about resource
consumption. Metering is the process of tracking data on
resource usage, performed with different collection modes
(polling, event-driven, trap-direct polling [11]). Storing is
the recording of metering data on stable storage, either in
the same locality where information is collected or in a
remote administration domain with the additional trans-
port and security issues. Metering and storing are the basic
steps for any other accounting activity.

Accounting has a wide range of employment, from ca-
pacity planning to user billing, from resource access con-
trol to denial-of-service attack detection. Therefore, the
way of processing metering data can be very different de-
pending on the accounting aims. In capacity planning,
data are statistically analyzed to forecast future usage and
to plan system expansion and reengineering. In auditing,
they are employed to verify the correctness of a process,
i.e., to determine the actions actually carried out and
whether they conform to the expectations. In usage-
sensitive billing, metering information is maintained to
charge users for accessed services, and processing in-
cludes the assignment of consumption to responsible users
with no possibility of repudiation. In pricing, the goal is
defining best prices to charge for different classes of
services, usually depending on complex economic models.

The above classification suggests an accounting archi-
tecture organized in two layers. A base resource-level
layer involves basic accounting activities, such as meter-
ing and storing. An upper service-level layer involves
goal- and application-specific accounting aspects. Upper
layer accounting components can vary in number and
types, and often need to interact and coordinate with each
other and with other system components/services, e.g.,
authentication and authorization modules. The upper layer
can include a policy repository to describe interoperable
high-level rules about resource consumption, an event
manager to define, throw and handle asynchronous events
triggered by the evolution of the managed system (user
login/logout, resource limit overcoming, changes in bill-
ing policies, etc.), and accounting entities to operate man-
agement actions for policy enforcement.
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Currently proposed solutions for accounting adopt dif-
ferent perspectives. The network management community
stresses architecture and communication aspects, with the
goal of minimizing latency and generated traffic. The
Internet community, instead, is mainly focused on security
and reliability issues.

According to OSI, accounting management is one of
the five functional areas of network management, together
with configuration, fault, performance, and security. Both
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the OSI Common Management Information Protocol
(CMIP) [13] and the IETF Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) [2] assume a C/S architecture where a
central manager coordinates the operations of managed
processes, called agents, running on the managed devices,
with the reverse interaction obtained via trap-direct poll-
ing. These management solutions face also accounting as-
pects and have been widely deployed in intra-domain ac-
counting systems [13, 14]. However, in global deployment
scenarios they can exhibit limits in efficiency and latency,
thus not fitting situations with strict constraints on proc-
essing delay or overhead, e.g., usage-sensitive billing ap-
plications with fraud detection requirements [11].

Internet accounting involves authentication and
authorization. Authentication includes how to validate the
user identity in order to allow/deny access to managed re-
sources and to securely associate users with resource con-
sumption metering data, ultimately preventing repudia-
tion. Authorization defines the permissions granted to us-
ers once their access has been authorized, and is crucial
for auditing and control. The tight relationship between
the above aspects induced IETF to create the Authentica-
tion, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) working
group, which specifies frameworks to coordinate AAA
activities over multiple network technologies and plat-
forms. The most widely diffused AAA protocol is Remote
Access Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) [15]. RADIUS is
a UDP-based C/S protocol that provides event-driven
authentication and accounting. RADIUS authorization and
configuration exploit a database of attribute/value pairs
and the transmission of security-sensitive data is en-
crypted with shared secret keys. RADIUS was originally
designed for devices in small static-topology networks and
supports simple C/S-based management actions and a
limited number of users and network elements.

The rising demand of secure scalable AAA for Internet
users is pushing the research activity for new models of
solution. IETF has recently proposed Diameter, a follow-
on to the RADIUS protocol, designed to offer a scalable
foundation for introducing new AAA policies and services
over existing (PPP) and emerging (roaming, mobile IP)
network technologies [16]. The main idea in Diameter is
to provide a base lightweight protocol that includes the
functions common to any supported service, while appli-
cation-specific functions are provided through an exten-
sion mechanism. Unlike RADIUS, Diameter operates over
the Simple Control Transmission Protocol that provides
reliable communications via a well-defined retransmission
and timeout mechanism. The basic version of the protocol
defines message format and a set of primitive functions,
and assumes a peer-to-peer event-driven communication
model. The main Diameter extensions are Strong Security,
based on public key encryption, Accounting, which stores
usage information in attribute-value pairs and permits
real-time transmission, and Mobile-IP, briefly described in

the following. Apart from Diameter, existing accounting
frameworks have not been designed for mobility contexts,
and even if they try to add ad-hoc mobility patches, they
do not provide solutions fitting the novel requirements of
the mobility-enabled Internet.
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Service provisioning in the mobility-enabled Internet
ask for novel solutions for accounting management. Only
a few research proposals have recently addressed the
challenging issues of accounting in contexts of
user/terminal mobility.

Recent SNMP versions add the concept of SNMP en-
gineID, a globally unique identifier for the accounting
data source. The SNMP engine is the component, included
in traditional SNMP agents/managers, that constructs
SNMP messages, provides security functions, and maps to
the transport layer. EngineID allows an engine to be
uniquely identified, independently of the location where
the SNMP agent/manager is attached to the network, thus
supporting the possible mobility of network elements.

Diameter was designed from the beginning to support
mobility and its model follows the solution pattern of mo-
bile IP. When a mobile user attaches to a foreign network,
a foreign Diameter agent is in charge of her accounting. It
sends a Diameter request to its local Diameter server; the
server determines if the request can be satisfied locally or
must be forwarded via a Diameter broker to the Home Di-
ameter server in the user home network.

Although these first proposals represent significant
evolution steps for accounting solutions, especially in rec-
ognizing the central role of user/terminal mobility, the pa-
per claims the suitability of novel accounting approaches,
capable of facing the wide range of issues raised by mo-
bility in a global and open environment. We refer to issues
such as dynamic extensibility of the support, local access
to monitoring data, local control of administered re-
sources, and operation autonomy with regards to remote
and temporarily unreachable accounting managers.
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The merging of mobility with the Internet scenario has
changed both service provisioning and systems manage-
ment. Traditional solutions for fixed and local networks
do not suit the new scenario where users, terminals and
even service components can change their allocation dur-
ing service provision. MAs propose an effective technol-
ogy to support different forms of Internet mobility.
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The MA technology is intrinsically connected to mi-
gration, i.e., the possibility for entities to change alloca-
tion, and the same is for mobile computing. Migration is a
form of mobility that can answer the requirement of in-
trinsically distributed resources: a mobile entity can move
close to its needed resources by preserving locality in op-
erations. MAs can even change their allocation by fol-
lowing mobile devices/users in their de/attachment to the
fixed network and maintain tightly �
��� to their handling
devices. An important MA property is the possibility of
���	���	�	�� ���� �'��!��
	� ����� when detaching from a
previous location and of restoring it at the new location.
That can help in tracing mobile devices and in keeping
track of their history while connecting/disconnecting. In
summary, MAs are the infrastructure counterpart compo-
nents for moving mobile devices because they can move
close to the resources of the current device point of at-
tachment, by preserving the achieved state [1].

In addition, mobile computing can take advantage of
the possibility of ���	���
	����� between requests of
user/terminal operations and their execution. For instance,
wireless connections impose strict constraints on available
bandwidth and on communication reliability, and force to
minimize the device connection time. The MA paradigm
does not assume continuous network connectivity because
connections are required only for the time needed to inject
agents from mobile terminals to the fixed network. That
avoids continuous requests of remote operations that can
stress to the limit both connectivity and bandwidth.
Agents are autonomous and permit to carry on services
even when launching users/terminals are disconnected and
to give results back at their reconnection [17, 18].

Mobility requires ��	�������, as the modification and
extension of the network infrastructure at run-time with
new components and protocols to adapt to evolving serv-
ice/user requirements. Run-time code distribution and dy-
namic resource binding are very similar in case of both
MAs and mobile users/terminals. MAs greatly benefit
from the additional flexibility of installing code during
provisioning and of discarding it when no longer needed.

The paper mainly focus on accounting and this function
can significantly benefit from the above MA characteris-
tics. Of course, the MA technology also exhibits many
other properties intrinsically important in service design
and provisioning. Services in the mobility-enabled Inter-
net call for visibility of the location of client us-
ers/terminals at provision time. Location awareness is cru-
cial to enable application-specific optimization and to
adapt services to currently available resources. -
����
	
�$���	��� is typical of the MA paradigm that propagates
allocation visibility up to the application level, thus sim-
plifying the support of dynamic adaptation to the local
situation [19]. In addition, the MA autonomy from users

simplifies dynamic ����
	���(���
	: MAs, when following
user movements, can facilitate the tailoring of services to
personal preferences. For instance, a mobility-enabled ap-
plication should face mobile user changes of location and
should dynamically tailor its results to the current proper-
ties of network connections, to the user profile, and to the
hardware characteristics of the access device.

Mobility also stresses the ���!���� issue, to authenticate
mobile users/terminals, to authorize the access to system
resources and to grant communication secrecy/integrity.
MA research activities have proposed solutions for secu-
rity problems, by granting the most suitable security level
[20, 21, 24]. For instance, many MA systems integrate
with Public Key Infrastructures to simplify authentication
of mobile users/terminals. Finally, mobile users/terminals
need �	���
���������� when moving to unknown environ-
ments to interact with the resources/services available
there. To face similar problems, the MA research has
promoted interoperable and standard interfaces. For in-
stance, some MA platforms provide compliance with
OMG MASIF and FIPA specifications [22, 23].
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Network and systems management proposes a relevant
arena for demonstrating the effectiveness of the MA tech-
nology [7, 24]. In particular, several research activities
have investigated MA solutions for network monitoring to
reduce the data exchange overhead and to solve the so-
called micro-management problem. The paper claims the
relevance of the MA technology also to build accounting
management infrastructures in global systems when deal-
ing with user/terminal mobility. Accounting can benefit
from locality of MAs to monitoring information in several
cases. The most significant ones are to enable accounting
even in case of temporary network partitioning, to exploit
code mobility in the deployment of the accounting func-
tions where and when needed, and to exploit state mobil-
ity to enable session-dependent accounting policies, as
stated in the following examples.

Let us imagine an accounting scenario where an access
device D moves from a network locality to another one. In
traditional monitoring and accounting, a central fixed ac-
counting manager A regularly polls the resources and
services (or the support components in the locality in
charge of monitoring them) used by D, in order to register
accounting data and to possibly enforce control policies
on resource consumption (see Figure 1). A is forced to ac-
cess to the remote monitoring and accounting data, by
generating overhead in network traffic and by imposing
delay in case of D roaming in a global system. Improve-
ments to this basic C/S scheme can stem from the addition
of trap-based coordination functions and the organization
of decentralized hierarchies of accounting managers. MA-
based accounting managers, instead, can exploit co-
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location with resources and service components to process
locally monitoring data, and to react promptly to modifi-
cations in resource state by operating local management
actions. The same applies to the case of user mobility, i.e.,
when the user U moves to a new network locality where
she exploits a local access terminal D1, different from the
previously exploited D2.
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��������. Traditional accounting: a central manager
regularly polls monitoring components for controlled

devices

MAs can help in overcoming critical situations, such in
case of temporary disconnection due to link faults or to
network congestion in the path between the controlling
entity A and the current attachment of D. In the extreme
case of network partitioning, MA-based accounting man-
agers can autonomously and asynchronously go on moni-
toring, controlling and accounting for resource consump-
tion in their current network locality, without any inter-
vention of a remote manager A, as depicted in Figure 2.
When network connectivity re-establishes or after mobile
users/terminals have moved away from the disconnected
locality, the MA accounting managers can decide to mi-
grate to (or to coordinate remotely with) the central ac-
counting entity, if any, to update the related accounting
data. Let us also state that MA platforms often provide
persistency services to temporarily suspend agents and to
store them on persistent storage. This allows MA-based
accounting managers to preserve accounting data reliably
and not to waste system resources while waiting for asyn-
chronous events of re-established connectivity. MAs can
act as reliable persistent proxies both for the disconnected
device D and for the remote accounting manager.

In addition, accounting managers cannot be statically
implemented as large packed components capable of fac-
ing any possible situation, not to increase too much their
code size. MA-based managers can modify/extend their
behavior by exploiting code mobility during execution.
MAs can permit to distribute new code where updating is
required and can spread some disseminated code reposito-

ries by need, depending on the dynamically retrieved con-
ditions of the working environment. That diffusion mim-
ics the same usual deployment of MAs that employ code
mobility mechanisms for dynamic and adaptive migration.

Advanced accounting management includes the possi-
bility to enforce different policies for access control and
pricing depending on session state. Mobile users/devices
can be authorized to access system resources depending
on global and previous access information, in the same
usage session or according to previously agreed consump-
tion thresholds. For instance, a user can be charged on the
base of the amount of resources already consumed during
the same session, within all different network localities of
the same organization. The maintenance of session state
and its dynamic migration are crucial for these forms of
accounting, and they motivate further the MA adoption
instead of other code mobility paradigms [26]. In fact,
MA-based accounting managers can transport their
reached accounting state to continue their operations at the
new hosting locality, with no need to restart their execu-
tion from the beginning at any migration.
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�������	. MA-based accounting: a central manager
sends MA managers to administered nodes by need

The usage of the Internet as an open and global sce-
nario requires accounting solutions capable of in-
teroperating with different mechanisms and tools and of
evolving dynamically without imposing any service sus-
pension. Different network localities, even belonging to
the same organization, can adopt different technologies to
meter resource consumption, to process monitoring data
for extracting concise accounting information, and to ex-
press control/pricing policies. For instance, one locality
can adopt standard SNMP monitoring and access control
based on password solutions. Another locality can use
proprietary monitoring solutions to obtain also applica-
tion-level monitoring information [10] and can control re-
source access depending on certificate-based user roles
[21]. While waiting for a widespread standardization of
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accounting APIs, the current heterogeneity requires ac-
counting managers not only to integrate with a wide vari-
ety of solutions, changing from one locality to another
one, but also to interoperate with different available leg-
acy management components. MAs are suitable because
of their interoperability research efforts [23].
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SOMA is a Java-based MA platform that provides a
layered infrastructure to assist in the design, implementa-
tion and deployment of MA-based services for global,
open and untrusted environments. SOMA offers locality
abstractions to describe any kind of interconnected sys-
tem, from simple Intranet LANs to the Internet. Any node
hosts at least one ����� for agent execution; several places
are grouped into �
���	 abstractions that correspond to
network localities. In each domain, a ����!��� ����� is in
charge of inter-domain routing functionality and integra-
tion with legacy components [1].

SOMA naming is based on care-of mechanisms to lo-
cate mobile agents and possibly mobile users connected to
the system. Any SOMA agent can be traced via its care-of
entity (���	�� �
��) maintained at the place of its first
creation. Similarly, any mobile user has her care-of entity
(!�����
��) at the default place of the domain of her first
registration. The default place is maintains the master
copy of the user profile, as described in the following. The
SOMA middleware transparently updates information at
the homes of traceable agents at any migration and homes
of traceable users at their connection/disconnection in dif-
ferent SOMA domains. For performance sake, SOMA al-
lows also non-traceable agents/users not to pay the over-
head of location tracking. All SOMA (mobile) entities
have GUIDs, independent of their current position. MA
GUIDs consist of the identifier of the corresponding agent
home associated with a number unique in the home local-
ity. This solution permits to identify immediately the
agent home, without querying the SOMA naming service.
User GUIDs are usually at a higher level of abstraction
and defined externally to the SOMA system, e.g., taxpayer
codes. SOMA maintains associations between user GUIDs
and their homes in a directory service. In fact, on top of
the basic naming mechanisms, SOMA provides a naming
service that integrates a discovery protocol for resource
access within the locality and an LDAP-based directory
service for the registration of entities, such as profiles, in
need of global visibility [1, 25].

MAM2 operates on top of the SOMA-based general-
purpose mobile computing middleware to provide an ac-
counting management infrastructure to account/control the
consumption of distributed resources. The infrastructure
consists of two parts: a Base Accounting Layer, and an
Upper Accounting Layer. The first one furnishes the
mechanisms for resource metering, accounting data stor-

age, and event notification. This layer is the basis of all
accounting functions and it is necessary in every managed
network host over the fixed network infrastructure. The
second one adopts MAs to enforce account/control poli-
cies, by exploiting migration to maintain accounting enti-
ties co-located with accounted mobile users.
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The base accounting layer includes three services: the
Monitoring Service, the Storage Service and the Event
Service. The Monitoring Service provides information
about resource consumption both at the system level and
at the application one. At the system level, it gets infor-
mation on the processes acting on local resources and on
their usage of the network. For any process, it reports the
process identifier and name, CPU usage (time and per-
centage, both of the process and of its composing threads)
and allocated memory (physical and virtual). The network
information includes the total number of sent/received
UDP packets, of sent/received TCP segments, of TCP
connections, and of TCP/UDP packets received with er-
rors. At the application level, this layer can collect infor-
mation about all service components accessed from within
the Java execution environment. For any active Java
thread on the local Java Virtual Machine (JVM), it pro-
vides lifetime, number of loaded classes and used moni-
tors, number and size of allocated objects, number of
TCP/UDP and file read/write operations. The monitoring
data are collected by exploiting Java extensions such as
the JVM Profiler Interface and the Java Native Interface,
as described in detail in [10].

The Storage Service records in a non-volatile memory
the monitoring information about the resources that users
have engaged locally to specific hosts, either when users
execute directly at that host or when the specified host has
been in charge of supporting network connectivity for us-
ers portable devices. On the base of this local information,
monitoring data spread over managed nodes to compose a
distributed accounting perspective, where MAs can collect
global data whenever a global vision is required. The state
of resource engagement is registered also with the aim of
tracing a workload history for capacity planning. The
Storage Service exploits the same persistency mechanisms
used in SOMA to suspend the execution of agents and to
store serialized MA code/state in persistent storage by ex-
ploiting standard Java solutions for database interfacing,
e.g., Java Data Base Connectivity.

The Event Service can notify the interested local com-
ponents when a registered event occurs. MAM2 recog-
nizes the events of user login/logout and the user change
of domain of attachment. The Accounting Manager han-
dles the whole interaction: it accepts registrations of inter-
est for events and is in charge of event notification. We
are currently using a proprietary and limited event support
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with no possibility to define event aggregations and com-
positions, but we work to integrate our support with an
external event-based distributed infrastructure, called
JEDI, to improve the flexibility of event dispatching [27].

$����(���������
��
	�'����

The Upper Accounting Layer exploits the base one and
determines how, where and when to perform accounting
management. It consists of two types of entities: Ac-
counting Managers (AMs) and Accounting Agents (AAs).

Any SOMA domain hosts one AM in charge of coordi-
nating accounting activities in the locality depending on
the enforced policies for service provisioning, billing and
pricing. Policies are negotiated between users and provid-
ers, and are maintained at the same directory that stores
user profiles. User profiles include personal data about
identity, service preferences, e.g., required service quality
and tariff plan. Service providers can deliver profiles and
policies to MAM2 by exploiting a registration/updating
interface. Any default place maintains a directory server
(Accounting Profile Directory) where profiles and policies
are partially replicated and partitioned.

AAs are the entities delegated of the local enforcement
of accounting management policies. Any AA relates to
one authenticated user and works as her care-of entity: it
traces and steers user behavior during service provision, in
the sense of gathering information about resource usage
and of controlling the respect of assigned consumption
quotas. AAs exploit the base accounting layer: they get
metering data from the monitoring service, and register
the processed accounting results at the storage service.

We describe some mobility-enabled accounting sce-
narios to give a better idea of the MAM2 components in-
teroperation and coordination. We adopt a homogeneous
notation: D1 is domain 1, P1.3 is place number 3 of do-
main 1, AM1 is the AM hosted at D1, etc. When one user
U, from one either fixed or mobile terminal, enters a new
domain, this generates an event notified to the AM in the
domain where the U terminal is currently attached: Figure
3 shows U entering D1 and producing the event (1). The
event notification triggers a sequence of accounting ac-
tions at AM1. Firstly, AM1 ascertains whether U has al-
ready one currently open session within MAM2, i.e., con-
trols whether U has previously visited another domain (D3
in the figure). AM1 requests the local directory service to
retrieve the U home (2), if not already known, and queries
the home to ask for the last domain visited. This action
has also the effect of updating the home information of the
current U attachment point. Once the previous domain has
been found, AM1 coordinates with AM3 (3), the ac-
counting manager of the previous domain, to trigger the
migration of the user AA from D3 to D1 (4a). In the worst
case of network partitioning, when AM1 cannot reach the
user U home, it can overcome the unreachability by

sending a multicast search message to all known neighbor
AMs to ultimately discover a previous working AA for the
entering user U. The receiving AM recursively asks other
AMs by exploring the global domain interconnection. In
case AM1 receives no answers within a specified timeout,
it can only instantiate a brand new AA (4b).
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. MAM2 accounting management

In any case, when a new AA instance is needed, AM1
needs to retrieve the U profile in the directory to extract
user-specific information about the desired accounting
management. Then, AM ships the created AA to the place
that needs to support U terminal connectivity (P1.3).
When U moves to leave P1.3, her AA is freezed waiting
for the event of U reconnection elsewhere in the system.
MAM2 provides also AA migration in advance before re-
connection (����������	���
��) whenever U gives hints on
moving intentions or exhibits a usual mobility pattern.

Let us point out that MAM2 achieves the goal of con-
tinuing accounting activities even in case of different pat-
terns of multiple connection failure. AAs can work
autonomously and locally to current location of account-
ing users, requiring to communicate with the related AM
only at the end of the U session. This event is automati-
cally determined after U disconnection for an interval
greater than a specified threshold. In fact, AMs need to
exchange data with the U home only to answer location
queries to determine if an AA for U is freezed in her pre-
vious domain of attachment. In any case, if a persistent
network discontinuity between AM1 and AM4 makes im-
possible the correct information propagation, AM1 creates
a new AA for the entering user after the expiration of a
timeout. So, MAM2 permits to overcome cases of faults,
for sake of availability, by allowing several AA copies
tied to the same user. When connectivity is reestablished,
MAM2 provides the join of multiple copies of AAs.
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The mobility-enabled Internet requires extending the
fixed network infrastructure to permit service accessibility
to mobile users/terminals when and where needed. Mobil-
ity changes the perspective also for network, systems and
service management, and imposes to investigate more
flexible solutions than the traditional C/S-based ones. Ac-
counting in contexts of mobility can significantly benefit
from support infrastructures based on mobile code. The
MAM2 system shows the feasibility and the effectiveness
of an MA-based implementation of such an infrastructure.

The encouraging results obtained by the MAM2 proto-
type are stimulating our further work. From the security
point of view, MAM2 already handles accounting data se-
curely, by exploiting secure communications channels and
encrypted storage. However, further work is necessary to
guarantee non-repudiability of resource usage and to es-
tablish differentiated levels of trust between users and ac-
counting components. In addition, we are implementing
AMs capable of monitoring, controlling and registering
resource consumption data of a user group, to enable ac-
counting policies with the group granularity. Finally, we
are interested in applying MAM2 to SOMA agents them-
selves on the one hand to measure the usage of system re-
sources due to accounting functions, on the other hand to
leverage the commercial diffusion of services imple-
mented in terms of cooperating MAs by preventing from
MA-based denial-of-service attacks.
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